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A. Token and Token Sale

i. Overview and Purpose

ICOVO will issue its own token—OVO (OH-vo)—that can be used on our ICO platform ICOVO. OVO 

has two functions: payment and utility. Using the payment function, ICO investors can purchase 

ICO project tokens at a 25% discount compared to purchasing with ETH. It can also be used to 

pay for co-working spaces and other services ICOVO provides. The utility function can be used to 

exercise voting rights for raising the Tap (amount that can be withdrawn per second) or returning 

a procured funds back to the investors. The OVO token does not possess the functionality of 

assets such as securities, and its distribution is not linked to ICOVO’s profits.

A brief overview of OVO:

Token type: ERC20/ERC223

Token function: Payment: 25% discount relative to ETH 

  (At the time of ICO token purchase

  Regular currency

   (At the time of purchase of ICOVO

  support services)

        Utility: Voting feature

  (Warning: OVO does not function as

  an asset in any form)

Ticker: OVO (OH-vo)

Total number of tokens to be issued: 200 million

Set price at the time of ICO: 1 OVO = 0.3 USD

Smallest unit: nOVO (nano OVO) = 0.000000001 OVO

Issue date: Q3 2018

Soft Cap: 3.5 Million USD

Hard Cap: USD 35 Million

Fundraising goal: USD 20 Million

A. Token and Token Sale
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ii. Allotment and Distribution

The 200 million OVO tokens issued will be distributed according to the chart below, and a portion 

will be locked up for a maximum of 2 years.

Use of funds

Number 

of tokens 

allotted

Additional lock up period

None 6 months 1 year 2 years

Team use

Distributed 
to team 

members and 
contributors

34 million 
tokens 12 million 

tokens
-

11 million 
tokens

11 million 
tokens

17%

Marketing

46 million 
tokens 20 million 

tokens
12 million 

tokens
14 million 

tokens
23%

Sale

Closed sale

60 million 
tokens 30 million 

tokens
30 million 

tokens
30%

Presale and
crowd sale 

60 million 
tokens 60 million 

tokens
30%

Of the 46 million tokens (23%) allotted for marketing, the 20 million tokens not locked up will be 

used for our referral program and airdrop. For the tokens that will be locked up for 6 or 12 month 

(total of 26 million), we plan to apply a soft lock. Furthermore, the number of tokens allotted for 

the closed sale, presale, and crowd sale are subject to change in accordance with sales.

A. Token and Token Sale
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iii. Token Sale and Participation Process

The closed sale is scheduled to start on May 15, 2018. Tokens that are left unsold will be sold 

in the presale and crowd sale. Whitelist registration is planned to be held in Q3 2018, will start 

from June 1, 2018. The crowd sale will be held to sell the tokens that were left unsold from the 

presale. Tokens left over from the crowd sale will all be burned. What follows are summaries of 

each sale:

 Presale
 Start date: Q3 2018

 Period: Undecided

 Tokens to be sold: Maximum of 120 million

  (All tokens left from the closed sale out of those reserved for sale) 

 Price and perks: 0% discount from the standard unit price (1 OVO = 0.3 USD)

 Cryptocurrency that can ETH (Ethereum)

 be used for purchase:

 Minimum purchase cost: Equivalent to 100 USD

 Maximum purchase cost: Equivalent to 250,000 USD

 Target group: White list registrants

 White list registration start date: June 1, 2018

 Crowd sale
 Start date: Q3 2018

   (Will not be held if all reserved tokens are sold during the presale)

 Period: Undecided

 Tokens sold: Maximum 120 million (Tokens left over from the presale)

 Price and perks: A discount will be applied depending on the time of the

  purchase

  • Within 10 days from the start date:

   10% discount off of the standard unit price(1 OVO = 0.3 USD)

  • Between 10 and 20 days:

   5% discount off of the standard unit price (*No discount is available 

   for purchases made during the last 10 days of the sale

 Cryptocurrency that can ETH (Ethereum)

 be used for purchase:

 Minimum purchase cost: Equivalent to 50 USD

 Maximum purchase cost: Equivalent to 250,000 USD

 Target group: White list registrants

 White list registration start date: Q3 2018

A. Token and Token Sale
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The fundraising goal is 20 million USD, hard cap (maximum amount to raise ) is 35 million USD. 

Soft cap (minimum amount to raise ) of 3.5 million USD. In case these criteria are not met after 

launching the token sale, all funds raised will be returned to the investors. 

KYC (Know Your Customer) and AML (Anti-Money Laundering) authentication will be mandatory 

to participate in the token sale. Residents of countries that prohibit participation in ICO token 

sales cannot participate through our platform. Whitelist registration is necessary to participate, 

and thus those who wish to do so must register using the dashboard on ICOVO Web.

iv. Usage of Procured Funds

The working capital needed to become profitable is 0.5 million USD, funds needed for 

development are 1 million USD, funds for advertising and publicizing are 2 million USD, and 

funds to be distributed to team members and contributors are 2 million USD. The remaining 

funds are planned to be used for marketing in order to increase the speed of scaling. The funds 

distributed to team members and contributors will be less than 10% of the total funds procured. 

If we are able to procure funds exceeding the soft cap of 3.5 million USD, growth of our service 

can be expected to be steady. 

If we reach our goal of 20 million USD, capital for marketing will be abundant and exponential 

growth can be expected. At the crux of our marketing strategy lies incubation of innovative 

blockchain-related startups and acquisition of high quality ICO projects. 

Funds will be allocated to a news media site centered on ICOs and Ethereum that is planned to 

launch in Q3 2018 and co-working spaces for blockchain-related startups expected to open in 

Q4 2018. Co-working spaces are planned to be opened in Zug (Switzerland), Tokyo (Japan), etc. 

and will be available free of charge to establish a hub for blockchain-related startups. These 

co-working spaces will have an in-built private Ethereum-based blockchain, an environment 

suitable for testnets, and will be equipped with the functionality needed for experiments 

combining blockchain, IoT, and AI. 

Akihiro, the CEO, launched a co-working space in Tokyo in 2010 and has 8 years of experience 

running it, with over 800 clients.

A. Token and Token Sale
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Expected usage when 20 million USD is raised

Working capital 500,000 3%

Development capital 1,000,000 5%

Advertising and publicizing 2,000,000 10%

Marketing capital 14,500,000 72%

Team members and contributors 2,000,000 10%

Total (USD) 20,000,000 100%

v. Cash Flow Scheme and Tap

If our ICO finishes by September 2018, development of the ICOVO platform will finish by the end 

of 2018, and by Q1 2019 ICOVO will host its first ICO project on its platform. Accordingly, ICOVO 

will gain its first profits after Q1 2019. Simultaneously, as a marketing endeavor, we plan to open 

a co-working space in Zug, Switzerland. Co-working spaces, which are pivotal to our marketing 

strategy, will be opened afterwards in Tokyo, Japan, etc. In the case that our funds raised reach 

20 million USD, 33% of total expenditures are planned to go towards marketing. 

Hence, in terms of cash flow layout, 1.5 million USD will be necessary per month. The amount 

that can be withdrawn out of total funds raised will be set to 1.5 million USD per month using 

DAICOVO’s Tap (amount that can be withdrawn per second)  Additionally, DAICOVO’s parameter 

Tap settings will be set right before the token sale starts at the average USD-ETH exchange rate 

over the last 3 months. 

  For example: if the 3 month average USD-ETH exchange rate right before the crowd sale

 starts is 1 ETH = 579 USD, the Tap will be set as Tap = 0.000926 ETH/sec. 

A. Token and Token Sale
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vi. Exchange Listing

OVO will look to be listed on as many exchanges as possible, aiming for listing within one month 

after the end of the token sale. Negotiations for listing will start on April 15, 2018 and progress 

reports will be disclosed.

vii. Layout for Control of Tokens in Circulation

The number of OVO tokens in circulation at any time will be controlled via the following four 

mechanisms:

1 Hard lockup

Of the 200 million OVO tokens to be issued in total, 11 million tokens distributed to team 

members and contributors will be locked up for 1 year, and another 11 million for 2 years. 

Additionally, if 60 million tokens are sold during the closed sale, 50% or 30 million of those 

tokens will be locked up for 6 months, leading to a total of 52 million tokens that cannot be 

sold immediately due to a hard lockup. 

2 Soft lockup

For the 12 million OVO tokens issued for marketing purposes, token holders that hold on 

to them for over 6 months will be ofered a 10% bonus of the amount retained. Another 14 

million OVO are set aside for token holders that hold for over a year, where they will be 

offered a 10% bonus of the amount retained. These OVO tokens set aside for free distribution 

will be locked up until they are bestowed. 

At the same time, OVO token holders’ retention rate is expected to increase through free 

distribution of OVO tokens to token holders that hold on to OVO for 6 months or 1 year. 

A. Token and Token Sale
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3 OVO tokens locked up through DAICOVO

The cryptocurrencies that proposed projects listed on the ICOVO platform can use to procure 

funds are ETH and OVO. 

The procured funds will be managed by DAICOVO and can be withdrawn by a preset Tap 

(amount that can be withdrawn per second), though the order of the currency that can 

be withdrawn is fixed. The mechanism is set up so that ETH shall be withdrawn first, and 

OVO can be withdrawn only after all ETH has been withdrawn. Thus, OVO will be locked up 

through DAICOVO to ensure it is not sold immediately on the market. 

For example, if a particular project’s drafters raise 15 million USD, 70% of that (11.5 million 

USD) will be ETH, and the rest (4.5 million USD) will be OVO. If DAICOVO is set up so that 

all procured funds can be withdrawn in 10 months, 1.5 million USD can be withdrawn each 

month. Funds withdrawn in the first 7 months will be in ETH while those in the last 3 months 

will be in OVO.

< O V O  w i l l  b e  l o c k e d  u p  f o r  7  m o n t h s  >

1st 
month

2nd 
month

3rd 
month

4th 
month

5th 
month

6th 
month

7th 
month

8th 
month

9th 
month

10th 
month

ETH ETH ETH ETH ETH ETH ETH OVO OVO OVO

Simulation of circulating OVO

Since OVO will be used for procuring funds for each project in proportion to the number of 

projects listed on ICOVO, the number of OVO tokens locked up by DAICOVO will increase. 

Additionally, since the market cap at the time of fundraising for ICOVO will be small, locking 

up of OVO through DAICOVO will have a significant impact on the number of OVO tokens in 

circulation.  

The following chart shows a hypothetical scenario simulation where the OVO price (compared 

to USD) does not increase and remains stable and two projects are added on ICOVO each 

month starting from January 2019. OVO will be locked up via DAICOVO and in theory, by May 

2019, OVO tokens circulating in the market will be zero.
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14,000

12,000

10,000

8,000

Sep. Oct. Nov Dec Jan Feb. Mar. Apr. May

6,000

4,000

2,000

0

-2,000

-4,000

Amount of OVO in Circulation (in the case of two projects added each month)

Unit: 10,000 tokens Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar Apr. May

Total OVO tokens 
issued (A)

20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000

Total OVO subject 
to lockup (B)

7,800 7,800 7,800 7,800 11,400 15,000 14,400 18,000 21,600

Total OVO in  
circulation (A-B)

12,200 12,200 12,200 12,200 8,600 5,000 5,600 2,000 -1,600

4 Burning

All tokens left over from token sale shall be burned.

[ Hypothetical ICOVO Token Sale ]

30 million USD raised through the ICOVO token sale

122 million tokens issued at the time of the end of the ICOVO token sale

OVO priced at 1 OVO = 0.25 USD immediately after the end of the ICOVO token 

sale

[ Hypothetical Token Sale of a Project Sisted on ICOVO ]

Two projects are added on ICOVO every month from January

Average funds raised is equal to 15 million USD

Withdrawal period for the 15 million USD procured is 10 months

ETH and USD rate is fi xed

Price of 1 OVO per ETH is 0.33 USD 

OVO tokens necessary to procure 4.5 million USD is 13.63 million tokens

Project drafters can withdraw OVO on the 8th, 9th, and 10th months

OVO will be locked up for 7 months

The number of OVO tokens that can be withdrawn in a month is 4.54 million 

tokens 

For a USD-based fundraising goal, 30% is in OVO and 70% is in ETH

4.5 million USD procured in OVO tokens, 10.5 million USD procured in ETH

If project tokens are bought with OVO, a 25% discount is given (compared to 

purchasing with ETH) 
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B. Management of Procured Funds 
(DAICO)

i. Withdrawing Procured Funds

If deemed necessary, the ICOVO team or investors (token holders) may propose and resolve to 

increase the Tap. Specifically, this can be done using the ICOVO App through the following steps.

 

Initiative: ICO drafters or investors can use the ICOVO App to propose increasing the Tap or 

use another wallet to directly transact with the contract address and initiate an 

increase

Cost: ETH or OVO (Equivalent to 500 USD)

Voting: Token holders can vote in favor or in opposition using the ICOVO App and 

temporarily deposit tokens at the voting address (once deposited at this address, 

tokens cannot be withdrawn during the voting period). They may also vote using 

another wallet by directly transacting with the contract address.

Period: 14 days

Relative weight of 

vote:
Proportional to tokens in possession 

Tallying votes and 

settling results:
Voting results will be released after the voting period ends

Standard for 

approval:
Greater than a majority in favor (>50%)

Token returns:
Deposited tokens will be automatically returned to the original 

address after vote tallying ends.

Once the Tap has been increased, it cannot be decreased. Furthermore, once an initiative is in 

motion, another initiative cannot be started during the announcement and voting periods.

B. Management of Procured Funds (DAICO)
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ii. Refunding Procured Funds

If a project is not proceeding according to schedule or is clearly deadlocked, investors can 

initiate a “refund of the remaining funds”. 

In general, the process is the same as the aforementioned Tap increasing process, and in the 

case that it is approved, the refund will proceed in the following steps:

Settlement 

period:

30 days after approval, funds will be supplied via the existing Tap to 

dissolve the project (canceling the offi ce space contract, etc.).

Freezing the 

remaining funds:

30 days after approval, the remaining funds will be frozen so that 

withdrawals are not possible.

Returning the 

remaining funds:

Investors can reclaim their invested funds by sending tokens to a 

specifi ed address. The refund amount shall be calculated using the 

following formula: 

Refund amount = remaining funds * (tokens in possession / total number of issued tokens)

Moreover, proposals to increase the Tap or return the remaining funds cannot be made 

simultaneously. Although additional initiatives cannot be started if another initiative is in the 

announcement or voting stage, proposals can be scheduled.
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C. Referral Program and
Airdrop Program

As part of our marketing strategy for ICOVO’s token sale, we have introduced the following 

programs. Please check details about the programs and their participation processes by 

accessing ICOVO’s website and logging in to the dashboard.

i. Referral Program

[ Overview ]

No technical expertise or knowledge is needed for ICOVO’s referral program. Anyone can easily 

participate. For those that share our vision and highly value our service, we will distribute OVO 

for free for supporting ICOVO’s ICO through web promotion. To participate in the program, you 

simply distribute unique referral links to friends and investors you want to invite through your 

personal Twitter, Facebook, Telegram, blog, BitcoinTalk account, etc. by writing about ICOVO 

and pasting the referral link. 

If your unique referral link is clicked (or tapped), you will receive free OVO. In addition, if an 

ICO investor signs up with your link and participates in ICOVO’s token sale by purchasing OVO 

tokens, you will receive OVO tokens worth 10% of their investment for free. 

Example: If your referral link is clicked (or tapped) 2000 times, you will receive 200 OVO. Additionally, if 

an investor uses 10 ETH to buy 40,000 OVO tokens using your referral link, you will receive 10% 

of their purchase of 40,000 tokens or 4,000 OVO, for a total of 4,200 OVO tokens. 

C. Referral Program and Airdrop Program
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[ Features ]

• You will receive 0.1 OVO (maximum of 10,000 OVO) per click of your unique referral link 

• If an ICO investor invests through your unique referral link, you will receive free OVO 

tokens worth 10% of their investment 

• No lockup for the OVO distributed 

• Standard OVO price: 1 OVO = 0.3 USD

• Only people from countries where solicitation and purchase of tokens are not prohibited 

can be invited 

• Ends at the end of the token sale 

• The program will end earlier if the 20 million OVO reserved for marketing are used up

• OVO will be provided within 1 month after the end of the token sale
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ii. Airdrop Program

[ Overview ]

We will provide OVO for free to those that perform ICOVO’s specified airdrop target actions such 

as registering their email on ICOVO, participating in ICOVO’s Telegram Group, etc. 4 OVO can be 

earned through each of the following simple actions:

• Register your email on ICOVO 

• Participate in ICOVO’s Telegram Group and Telegram Channel

• Follow ICOVO’s Twitter account

• Like and Follow ICOVO’s Facebook page 

• Download the ICOVO App and set up an address 

• Other

[ Features ]

• 4 OVO are provided for 1 action

• No special requirements for participating in the program

• Ends at the end of the token sale

• Standard OVO price: 1 OVO = 0.3 USD (Average price may change due to sale of discounted 

tokens)

• No lockup for the OVO provided

• The program will end earlier if the 20 million OVO reserved for marketing are used up

• OVO tokens will be provided within 1 month after the end of the token sale 

C. Referral Program and Airdrop Program
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D. Caution

Please read Token Sale Terms and Conditions carefully. 

The Tokens OVO are not offered by ICOVO AG, Zug, Switzerland (“ICOVO”) to minors or to 

any citizens or persons from a jurisdiction in which it is impermissible or restricted to offer, 

distribute, purchase, sell, or retain cryptographic tokens. 

By purchasing Tokens, you warrant that you are neither a minor or a citizen or person from a 

jurisdiction in which it is impermissible or restricted to offer, distribute, purchase, sell, or retain 

cryptographic tokens. 

You acknowledge that any purchase of Tokens by minors or citizens or persons from a 

jurisdiction in which it is impermissible or restricted to offer, distribute, purchase, sell, or retain 

cryptographic tokens under these Terms will be rendered null and void. 

If you are not sure if you are a minor or a citizen or person from a jurisdiction in which it is 

impermissible or restricted to offer, distribute, purchase, sell, or retain cryptographic tokens, 

do not participate in this Token sale. 

These Terms shall not be sent and or addressed wholly or in part, directly or indirectly, to any 

minors or citizens or persons in any other jurisdiction in which it is impermissible or restricted 

to offer, distribute, purchase, sell, or retain cryptographic tokens. 

These Terms or any other materials provided by ICOVO do not constitute a prospectus of any sort, 

are not a solicitation for investment, and do not pertain in any way to an offering of securities in 

any jurisdiction. 

Neither this document nor any other materials have been (or will be) registered as a prospectus 

with any governmental authorities. 

D. People Barred from Participation
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If you do not agree to or understand these Token Sale Terms and Conditions, do not purchase 

Tokens. 

You acknowledge and agree that there are risks associated with purchasing Tokens, holding 

Tokens, and using Tokens, as disclosed and explained in Annex A. By purchasing Tokens, you 

expressly acknowledge and assume these risks.

If you have any questions regarding these risks, please contact us at contact@icovo.co.


